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The concept of ecological footprint tax (EFT) can be developed to cover the whole economy, but as a first
experimental step, this paper suggests to introduce it in agriculture and food industry. The EFT is expected to
mitigate two of the greatest anxieties of people in developed and semi-developed world: (rural) unemployment and
climate change. The proposed arctan relation between the ecological footprint of products and the tax to be paid
would result in a fairer allocation of tax charges (rich big-consumers having to pay much higher tax than
low-polluter average people), assure sustainability for both the ecosystem and local economy (the tax charge itself
depending first of all on the distance a product is to be shipped to the customer), and allow a healthier diet (local
production, reaching the customers within much shorter time period than imports, not having to be stuffed with
preservatives).
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Introduction
In this paper, the author tries to draw the outline of a new concept for product taxation whereby two of the
main problems for millions of people in developed and semi-developed countries could; if not be solved, it can
be at least mitigated: mass unemployment (especially in rural areas) and deterioration of the nature.
Mass unemployment is linked to ever-freer movement of goods and capital. So long as capital can flow
freely, capital owners invest where they can obtain the best mix of quality and cost, i.e., in sites with optimal
conditions (like China). As general trade facilitation since WW2 and the proliferation of bi- and multi- lateral,
regional and global trade agreements have brought (especially industrial) tariffs down considerably, even
ordinary low-price products can profitably be transported from great distance. The result is that although people
as customers might gain a bit by acquiring goods cheaper from low-cost countries than from national
manufacturers, however, as employees, they can easily (the less skilled they are, the more easily they can) lose
their jobs, or at least their livelihood can become increasingly precarious. In addition, as more and more
economic activities go abroad, more and more people fall out of the labor market which, in the end, reduces the
internal market for the remaining activities. In order to counteract this tendency, governments support the
development of international tourism, i.e., the “importation” of extra customers, which would compensate local
industries for damages stemming from weak domestic demand.
With this, we arrive at the other main challenge of our times. The ever-increasing inflow of goods and
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humans (mass tourists) to “importing” countries from ever growing distance adds substantially to the already
alarming rate of nature loss and global warming. As long as the transportation of goods and tourists is mostly
carried out by ships, trucks, cars, buses, and planes, i.e., by burning fossil fuels, international trade and tourism
will justly be blamed for contributing to climate change and deterioration of nature.
The ecological footprint tax (EFT), the concept of which is introduced in this paper, is intended to help
decision-makers to address two of today’s main problems for millions of people: mass unemployment and the
deterioration of nature, or, in other words, social and ecological crisis.

Basics
The proposal for alleviating the above problems is based on the concept of ecological footprint, developed
by two UBC scholars more than 20 years ago (Wackernagel & Rees, 1995). The essence of the concept is that it
is possible to estimate how much land, i.e., how many so-called global hectares (gha) of ecologically
productive land (dry land and waterbody) is needed for a defined population at a given technological level to
support both the production of goods and services they consume and the assimilation of all their wastes
sustainably (Rees & Wackernagel, 1996). Sustainability could, of course, be achieved if the population does not
take more resources from nature than nature can re-generate. In brief, ecological footprint should not outstrip
biocapacity.
On further considering the matter and adopting a narrower version of the original concept, i.e., by
substituting ever smaller entities for the population of a whole city or country and eventually restraining the
concept to individual products, it is possible, in theory, to estimate how many global hectares are needed for
these individual products to be brought throughout their entire lifecycle, from invention to degradation or
recycling (see Figure 1).

(a) The original concept
(b) The narrowed concept
Figure 1. The narrowing of the concept of ecological footprint (Source: Own drawing based on Rees & Wackernagel,
1996, p. 228).

Based on the above, it becomes possible for the tax system to undergo a radical change whereby the
amount of the tax paid on goods and services would be proportional to their need in nature, i.e., the ecological
footprint their consumption involves. In other words, the greater the damage a given product causes in nature
throughout its lifecycle, the bigger the tax burden on the customer should be. As time passes, this new type of
tax could partially replace other taxes (e.g., VAT), although EU rules on minimum tax rates should be taken
into account.
While logically the EFT could quickly become a general tax on goods and services, it seems worth,
however, to test its efficacy in a particular sector of the economy. An important part of my proposal is to first
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introduce the EFT system for the agricultural and food products.

Justification
Important Facts
Based on recent assessments, per capita ecological footprint exceeds global per capita biocapacity (1.7 gha)
practically in all EU member states, with no data available for Malta and Luxemburg (World Wide Fund for
Nature [WWF], 2014). Also, out of the components of ecological footprint (EF) carbon (i.e., the burning of
fossil fuels) is, for virtually all these EU countries (with the notable exception of Denmark), the largest single
one making up between 35 and 67 percent of their EF. Globally, the ratio of the carbon component has been on
an upward trend throughout the period of 1961-2010, and rose from 36 to 53 percent of the EF. Moreover, it is
rightfully assumed that much of this increase can be attributed to the fact that growth in international
transportation of both goods and people has gone beyond any reasonable limits.
Another important fact is that damage inflicted by man to nature tends to correlate with household income
(Kerkhof, Nonhebel, & Moll, 2009), and this is also true for food consumption. Although the difference in size
of the EF between income deciles is higher for activities, like transport, travelling or entertainment than for the
satisfaction of the first necessities, food consumption of the rich, too, fits the general trend in that it involves
significantly higher greenhouse gases emissions than that of the poor. This is explained partly by the abundance,
partly by the quality and composition of (i.e., high proportion of premium and/or imported products in) the
food consumption patterns of the upper income deciles (Csutora, Tabi, & Vetőné Mózner, 2011).
Why Agri-food Products?
A recurrent complaint of last years’ conferences on agriculture and food industries has been that
Hungarian (and other new member states’) customers put the cheapest, often foreign-origin products into their
shopping carts even if they could afford the more expensive, high quality, domestic ones. As another common
feature of those seminars, speakers tended to blame customers alone and propose enhanced marketing strategy
and additional efforts of persuasion to solve the problem. But, for the overwhelming majority of households
this “solution” simply does not work, as they have no choice; as a result of the enduring austerity
policy―remember, crisis in Hungary started in 2006 and 10 years per capita real income recover to pre-crisis
level (KSH, 2019)―people save on almost anything they can.
One step closer to the solution bring us studies investigating consumption structure through linking human
health to ecological footprint, i.e., appealing to people’s sense of health and eco-consciousness (Vetőné Mózner,
2014). Most of these studies conclude that even a minor change towards a healthier diet can significantly
reduce a country’s food footprint. One of the most interesting papers deals with the impact of different possible
changes in British diet on UK food footprint (Frey & Barrett, 2007). It says that although any of the changes
alone or in combination would reduce the impact considerably, the crucial difference resides in where the food
comes from; by comparing the two extreme cases―the one when everything is imported to the other when all
food are produced locally―we obtain a reduction of 0.7 gha in the footprint when local foods are preferred (see
Figure 2).
From the British example, it would be easy to jump to a general conclusion that it is worth to buy domestic
food not only for supporting local employment but also for limiting the damages caused by international trade
in nature. But, it is still not enough good reason for the households to prefer local products.
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Figure 2. How a diett can reduce thee food footprinnt in the UK? (Source: Own compilation
c
bassed on Frey & Barrett,
2007).

It seem
ms defensiblee to say that if an econom
mic policy nu
urtures expecttations conceerning peoplee’s behavior
as customeers, it is not enough to ap
ppeal neitherr to their emo
otions (Buy domestic!), nnor to their reason
r
(Buy
healthy andd local!). If you want ressults, you muust hit people’s pockets. If the introdu
duction of thee ecological
footprint taax (EFT) in agriculture
a
an
nd food indusstry brings priices for local food under tthose of impo
orted one, it
is certain thhat the majorrity of custom
mers will shiftt towards natiional products.
Finallly, let us menntion one mo
ore reason whhy agri-food products seem
m to be an iddeal field forr testing the
EFT. The point is thatt eating locaal foods, aparrt being goo
od for the en
nvironment an
and supportin
ng the local
economy (farmers and other
o
produceers), has num
merous potenttial benefits for
f the consum
mers, too. Flavor, savor,
freshness, general qualiity, even nutrrient content (with some reservations
r
),
) all are bettter and higheer in case of
local foodss, for they aree picked at th
heir peak of rripeness versu
us being harv
vested early iin order to bee shipped to
and distribbuted on disttant markets. In additionn, with the distance
d
and time betweeen food prod
duction and
consumptioon shortened,, it is obviouss that fewer aadditives―flaavor enhanceers, humectannts, preservatiives, etc. all
posing pottential threat to human heealth―are ne eded in a sho
ort chain. Allthough food additives in humans do
very rarelyy lead to addverse reactio
on, the latterr is often liinked with very
v
serious chronic con
ndition. The
symptoms certain additiives may cau
use range from
m simple hivees, to asthma or even life-tthreatening anaphylactic
a
shock (Pálffy, 2015).

Method
dology and Results
As thhe huge num
mber of foodsstuffs makess it impossib
ble to develo
op a sound m
methodology
y measuring
perfectly tthe damage a product caan, during itts entire lifeccycle, cause to nature; aalso with reg
gard to the
afore-menttioned econoomic, social,, and enviroonmental go
oals and circcumstances, we have to
o resort to
considerabble simplificaation. When determiningg the level of
o ecological footprint taax (EFT), we take into
account:
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First, the geographhical distancee between thhe place of prroduction and
d the place oof consumptio
on (i.e., the
place of shhopping);
Seconnd, whether thhe product is organic or coonventional;
Third,, whether the product is traansported by airplane or not.
n
Whenn justifying thhe choice of th
hese three eleements, it is im
mportant to understand
u
thhat:
First, they meet thee goals of sup
pporting locaal production (farmers and food industry
ry), preserving the nature,
promoting healthy diet, and even bringing in ann element off justice throu
ugh the “punnishment” of the rich by
making theem pay for the pollution th
hey inflict to nnature;
Seconnd, they show
w strong corrrelation with ecological fo
ootprint, as from
f
the nearrer possible a product is
transportedd, and the cleaaner its produ
uction technoology is, the smaller the haarm done to nnature will be;
And ffinally, it is relatively eaasy to identiffy them from
m the commercial docum
ments accomp
panying the
products. O
On the basis of these threee elements, tto determine the amount of
o the tax (EFFT) does not require too
much addittional effort from traders and shopkeeepers. With an
a appropriatee formula, theey will be ab
ble to easily
and quicklyy determine the
t EFT from
m the accompaanying docum
ments.
As wee have to deaal with very different typpes of variablles, we had better
b
to applly different formulas
f
on
them. In thhe case of the geographicaal distance, it is worth to determine
d
the radius of thee area within which local
producers sshould be priioritized. Figu
ures 3 and 4 show two diffferent modallities to determ
rmine the EFT
T. In Figure
3, the contiinuous red linne shows EFT levels of thhe simpler veersion, dealing
g with only oone preferential group of
producers. When drawiing the line, the main coonsideration was
w to make sure farmerrs and industrries located
within 2000 kilometers around
a
Budap
pest (i.e., rouughly between the Hungarrian capital aand the nation
nal borders)
would beneefit from the system. Acccordingly, thee tax burden is relatively low
l until 1500-200 kilomeeters; at 200
kilometers,, there is an inflexion poiint from whicch on the currve steeply climbs up to pprohibitive heights; then
beyond 2500 kilometers,, EFT practically drives ouut competitio
on or at least makes produucts extremely
y expensive
in Hungaryy’s main conssumption regiion.

Figure 3. Ecological footprint
f
tax (E
EFT) on certain agri-food prod
ducts with one preferential
p
grouup of producers, based
on the geographical distance between
n the area of prooduction and co
onsumption.
Note. Dashedd lines apply too organic produccts, dotted liness to air transporrted products.
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A bit more compliicated version
n of EFT is iillustrated in Figure 4 by the continuoous blue line. This curve
has got threee inflexion points,
p
for ou
ur intention iss now to supp
port not only one
o but two ggroups of producers. The
first benefiiciary group (local
(
produccers) is locateed within a raadius of 100 kilometers; ffor them the EFT
E is very
low. At 1000 kilometerss, there is thee first inflexiion point from which on the curve asscends to slig
ghtly higher
spheres, buut without maaking trade im
mpossible beetween the farthest regions of the counntry. Followin
ng a second
(technical) inflexion pooint, the tax curve continnues to climb
b slightly. Here
H
is the seecond beneficciary group
(national producers), located between 100 and 4550 kilometers from the poiint of consum
mption; for them the EFT
is a bit higgher than for local produccers, but not pprohibitive. At
A 450 kilom
meters, there iis a third infllexion point
from whichh on the curve goes up to prohibitive
p
heeights.

Figure 4. Ecological footprint tax (EFT)
(
on certaain agri-food products with tw
wo preferentiall groups of pro
oducers,
based oon the geographhical distance between
b
the areaa of production
n and consumptiion.
Note. Dashedd lines apply too organic produccts, dotted liness to air transporrted products.

A muuch simpler formula
fo
is suffficient in th e case of thee second and third variablle (i.e., the condition
c
of
being orgaanic or not, annd transporteed by airplanee or not), since it is only about to provvide a tax rellief to those
using envirronmental friiendly techno
ology, and peenalize those doing the op
pposite. Whille convention
nal products
would be taaxed by EFT, for those organic the prooposed formu
ula is to dividee EFT by a coonstant. In Fiigures 3 and
4, this consstant is 3, andd the corresponding valuees of this redu
uced tax are indicated
i
by ddashed lines.. Hence, the
EFT on orgganic productts is, as a rulee, one-third oof that on conv
ventional onees. By the sam
me token, tho
ose products
which are ttransported by airplane wo
ould be taxedd with EFT pllus a constantt, let it be HU
UF 200 per killo.

C
Conclusion
ns
The pproposed ecollogical footprrint tax (EFT
T) is far from
m being a pan
nacea. And, iif we want to
o be precise
even its nam
me is misleadding. Departing from the cconcept of eccological footprint, the auth
thor only tried
d to draft an
incentive ttool wherebyy locally prod
duced foodsttuffs (or those produced within a cirrcle of a certtain radius)
become chheaper for locaal customers than those siimilar produccts (produced with the sam
me technology
y) which are
brought theere for longerr distances. In
n this way, w
we can kill sev
veral birds with only one sstone.
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First, preference given to the local production will boost local employment, thus help to retain people in
rural areas. Second, the EFT, the size of which depends on the environmental friendliness of the production
technology and the distance between production and consumption sites, will facilitate a gradual move from
global to local economy, concerning both production and trade, which means less transport, less pollution, and
therefore less harm to nature. Third, the new tax conforms to the principle of social justice in that by pushing up
prices of imported foodstuffs, it increases tax burden of the better off, who has a great share in the consumption
of imported goods and thus a much bigger than average ecological footprint. Fourth, it is not to be forgotten
that, compared to imported agri-food products, local ones do not need to contain so much additives which
means a blessing for human health, hence, on the long run, also less costs to the national health service.
Finally, the introduction of the new tax does not necessarily have to lead to increased tax charges for the
majority of the households. On the contrary, it should be combined with the reduction of other taxes (e.g., value
added tax [VAT]) which would enable local foodstuffs to be not only more competitive against imports, but
also more affordable for customers.
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